
BETA HOLDINGS launches inaugural Students Architectural Competition 

 

BETA HOLDINGS launched the inaugural Students Architectural Competition which aims to promote 

quality design and to acknowledge talent among architectural students. 

Speaking during the launch of the competition, Beta Holdings Group Chief Executive Mr. Godfrey 

Manhambara said the competition would also tackle the conundrum of low cost housing against the need 

for regeneration of the urban landscape.   

“While creating sustainable architecture has always been a fundamental aspect of design-aesthetics, 

functionality and environmental issues are also emerging as more equal partners at the design concept 

stage.” Mr. Manhambara said. 

The competition runs from April 1, 2016 to August 1, 2016. 

Prize winners will be announced at a reception gala to be held in Harare in September 2016. 

The competition, which is being held in partnership with the Institute of Architects of Zimbabwe and the 

National University of Science and Technology Faculty of Built Environment, is open to all NUST 4th year 

architecture students and will run under the theme “Community Building”.  

This year’s edition links two elements: the changing urban landscape and low cost housing.  

The theme also relates various aspects of using brick and concrete roof tiles from the form of construction, 

to the spatial environment produced.  

ARUP Zimbabwe director renowned town planner Dr Sasha Jogi highlighted the need for innovative 

thinking for fine architecture. 

“It takes innovation to meet the architectural challenges of the future. Accompanying innovative thinking 

is the ever-advancing technology at architects’ disposal which, when fully utilised, can improve efficiency 

and further expand on individual designs.” 

IAZ vice president Emiel Murwira urged participants to make the right choice of materials which plays a 

key role in the architectural process.  

“Clay brick is a fine example of a sustainable building material which offers a myriad of benefits, while 

adding distinctive aesthetic and textural appeal and the ability to meet unique challenges in design and 

construction.  

“Brick in application can accommodate virtually any shape or form and it is for these reasons that, despite 

vast leaps in technology, those in construction continue to turn to the trusted clay brick.” 

He added: “Architects over the decades have discovered that clay brick is a quality building product with 

a natural propensity to express the craft of architecture in beautiful and memorable ways that will enable 

them to enhance the built environment of Zimbabwe into the future.”  

 From an economic point of view, clay brick requires minimal maintenance and provides thermal efficiency 

which contributes to improved indoor comfort in all temperatures and lower energy costs throughout the 



life of a building. This translates into the lowest lifecycle costs for buildings and ensures that the first cost 

is essentially the last cost.  

The student architects will be required to design a portion of the city using bricks and concrete roof tiles  

in ways which demonstrate that not only can low cost housing schemes be effective in resolving the 

current urban malaise, but form a link between traditional and modern built surroundings with their 

requirements for safety and security, aesthetics as well as spatial values.  

The many aspects that make up fine design include the principles of sustainability, appropriate built cost 

and attractive lifecycle costs, technical skill and an appreciation of the social context of a structure in its 

community. 

BETA Holdings is Zimbabwe’s largest brick and concrete roof tile supplier, with origins dating back to 1953 

when it was established as Alpha Bricks.  

Its three main operating subsidiaries are Beta Bricks, Beta Tiles and Beta Logistics. 


